Remote Learning Review
WFIS & Nursery: Spring 2021
Attendance at ‘Ocean Club’ & Nursery
During the National lockdown, our Nursery remained open and was well attended. Overall, with Nursery and Ocean Club we had
134/260 children on roll in attendance during the national lockdown (52%).

Remote Learning Engagement
Class teachers monitored participation in remote learning on a weekly basis. Recognising the different circumstances and
commitments of families, we were very pleased with the level of engagement. The vast majority of children had medium to high
levels of participation in activities set on ClassDojo, individual reads and social Zoom calls.
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Feedback from parents:




We had an excellent number of responses (79) to our parent survey on remote learning. The results are overwhelmingly
positive as demonstrated in the analysis below.
100% of all parents, across each year group, agree the quality of teaching as being good.
100% agreed that they welcomed the live 1:1 Zoom reads.
100% agreed that communication from school to home was good.

The amount of home learning available for my child is
about right
About right
Too much
Too little
Reception
84%
8%
8%
Year 1
86%
14%
0%
Year 2
79%
13%
8%
Whole school
83%
11%
6%

I find the remote learning relatively easy to access
Agree
Disagree
Reception
96%
4%
Year 1
92%
8%
Year 2
88%
12%
Total
92%
8%
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The quality of materials and resources from the
class teacher/assistant teacher is good
Agree
Disagree
Reception
96%
4%
Year 1
100%
0%
Year 2
96%
4%
Total
97%
3%

The quality of feedback - marking and comments
from the class teacher/assistant teacher is good
Agree
Disagree
Reception
62%
38%
Year 1
92%
8%
Year 2
86%
14%
Total
81%
19%





While the vast majority of parents were happy with the marking and feedback, around 1 in 5 parents felt this was something
to improve. We will look at the comments here in detail to inform our approach should we need to switch to remote learning
at another point.
Our survey also gave the opportunity to share written comments on what worked well and things to consider for the future:

Strengths
Areas to consider
Please list below the aspects of home learning that Please list below the aspects of home learning that
your child has enjoyed the most
your child has enjoyed the least
The key themes for this questions included interaction on 1:1
zoom calls, whole class zooms and Class Dojo, seeing the
teacher on videos and watching the lessons, feedback from
the teachers, music lesson videos from Mrs Luck, maths
lessons, the active challenge and stories.

The key themes of home learning that children enjoyed the
least were English, Maths, Handwriting and longer writing
tasks.

Please detail what you think we did well with our Is there anything you think we could do to improve
remote learning offer
our remote learning offer?
The key themes for what we did well with the remote learning
offer included the everyday interaction, the content and
quality of the recorded lessons and the pre-recorded element,
communication, the good range of subjects/ variety of tasks,
Mrs Luck's music assemblies, Zoom calls and the structure of
the days.

The key themes for what we could improve our remote
learning offer included more feedback on work done and more
detail in the feedback given, more one to one zoom calls/
sessions, having direct communication with the teachers and
daily live sessions to help with routine in the mornings.
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We asked if parents had any direct feedback for teachers and assistant teachers. Here are a selection of the comments
received:
Thank you so much for doing such an amazing job during
lockdown. From your videos you can really appreciate how
much time and planning goes into each lesson. In your daily
welcome videos you are always bright and happy and it’s a
great start to the day. So thank you for helping to make
remote learning a good experience for [my child] and me!

I would like to thank all teachers and assistant teachers for
their hard work, dedication and always presenting a smiling
face and a positive mood over the screens, making this
difficult period a relatively smooth experience for the
students.
Owl class parent

Owl class parent
Thank you for all of your energy and enthusiasm in this very
challenging time. It is evident how hard you and the team
work under very difficult circumstances. Lessons have been
great, and you have made the learning as enjoyable as
possible.

Thank you for all of your hard work. The activities you set
were engaging and well delivered. I feel [my child] has made
great progress at home through home learning and I really
hope this can be built upon on her return to school.
Kingfisher class parent

Kingfisher class parent
Thank you for all your hard work, your enthusiasm and
commitment to teaching young minds shines through in your
videos. Your engagement with the children is excellent and
your ability to connect with them to get the very best out of
them comes to you naturally.
Hedgehog class parent

To All Staff teaching Hedgehogs - a very big thank you for
such exceptional quality of home learning made available
whilst also running classes for the children of key workers.
You all are just amazing. Words are not enough to express
our gratitude for your guidance and support for our little
ones in these testing times.
Hedgehog class parent

Thankyou so much for all your hard work. It's demanded a
huge amount of work, adaptation and innovation figuring our
how best to deliver lessons remotely and using video. We
don't underestimate the energy and time this will have
taken. We've been really impressed with the quality of the
sessions. Thankyou for your encouraging feedback, and kind
messages they have helped us keep going.

Thank you for your incredible support over the last two
months. [My child] has thoroughly enjoyed his homeschooling experience thanks to your engaging videos and
interesting resources. Not to mention your quick feedback
and encouragement on Class Dojo. You have made this
experience a positive one for our whole family and one that
we will always treasure.

Badger class parent

Badger class parent

Thank you for your wonderful videos and the great care and
consideration you put into everything you did for home
learning during lockdown. Whilst it was incredibly difficult for
everyone we really, really valued the time you spent creating
very special learning videos. We could feel your passion for
teaching as well as the love you have for what you do, and
the children you were teaching. You are our lockdown super
heroes!

I think the teachers and teaching assistants of Bumblebee
class have done an amazing job throughout with the online
learning. They were encouraging and motivating and [my
child] loved seeing their faces everyday. The live zooms were
pitched perfectly and every child had an opportunity to
contribute. It was great to have a glimpse of what [my child]
is learning and how lovely her teachers are.
Bumblebee class parent

Bumblebee class parent
Thank you for your support and efforts during lockdown. [My
child] really enjoyed her start at school, and the continued
communication with you all through the lessons and Zoom
calls during lockdown kept her enthusiasm going until she
could return. An unexpected benefit of lockdown has been
learning and understanding how you teach the children and I
have really valued that experience and think it will help us to
support [my child] better going forward.
Butterfly class parent

Thank you very much for your engagement, support and
enthusiasm in such a different learning environment. This
was an interesting time for all involved. Your work and
guidance made it enjoyable and seamless.
Butterfly class parent

Thank you to all parents who gave us some really important feedback on this period of remote learning. We do listen to your
comments and suggestions and will continue to refine our remote learning offer to provide the best possible outcomes for
your children.
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